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Door, is an important part of the building, which not only has important practical 
function, but also a symbol of status, wealth, and culture. It has always attract much 
attention from the society.. The origion of door has developed from its initial use of 
sheltering, protecting to door decoration for the pursuit of beauty. 
Materials, production technics and manners of Chinese traditional door 
decoration have high aesthetic value with various artistic styles in different region. 
So-called "door trim” is coming from the variety of it’s decoration, which has a wide 
range of door knockers, exquisite carved door pillow stone, practical and beautiful 
doornail, auspicious door hairpin and colorful goalkeeper painting and so on. 
The three lanes and seven alleys, located in Fuzhou, a traditional Chinese 
architectural community, preserved from the Ming and Qing dynasties is a complete 
ancient building community. It has a unique charm with its facade design and 
decorative features in a special period of time under the remarkable cultural 
background.It can fully reflect the artistic style of the Ming and Qing dynasty, but also 
reflects the local characteristics of the local residential building. It is a microcosm of 
local spiritual and cultural carrier. 
This paper, focus on door trim, to study the effect of regions, human environment 
to door ornaments and architectural art, analysing from aspects of the forms, 
decorative techniques, themes and color using, is aiming to mine or refine the 
valuable or useful design ideas and the significance to modern design environment. 
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表 2-1 门的分类表 
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